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LAW 5413: MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS 
 

Fall 2021 Richard Thorpe 
Mondays and Wednesdays, 9:00 am to 10:20 am, Room G20 Office hours by appointment 
Final Exam: TBA rgt@thorpebusinesslaw.com 
  

 
SYLLABUS 

 
This course will introduce you to key concepts and cases in the law of corporate mergers and 
acquisitions. Subjects covered include a comparison of the legal framework for public and private 
transactions, the roles of contract and statute in structuring the M&A transaction, and how the 
provisions of the M&A agreement allocate both past and future risks.  By the end of the course, you 
should understand the purpose of the major provisions of merger, stock purchase, and asset 
purchase agreements, as well as know which are the most significant sources of post-acquisition 
disputes and litigation.  
 
While you will have one drafting and negotiation exercises towards the end of this semester, the 
core of this course is our examination of the statutory and case law that inform the terms of the 
M&A acquisition agreement.  This course is thus a doctrinally focused counterpart to the more 
practice directed Law 5291: Mergers & Acquisitions Transactions Practice.  Neither of these two 
courses is required in order to benefit from the other, but you are encouraged to take both if you 
wish to have the strongest possible foundation for embarking on a transactional career after 
graduation.  
 
Readings: 
 
Required:   
 

Casebook:  I have collected the required cases and other readings for this course in an online 
casebook which you may freely download from the class Canvas page.  The casebook is 
being posted to Canvas in multiple parts, both for ease of downloading and to permit 
updating of materials for later in the session.  (For those interested in a preview, the full 
current draft will also be available at thorpebusinesslaw.com/law5413).  The cases in the 
casebook have all been edited by me for purposes of the class, often through tears as I 
redacted interesting but non-essential details and discussion.  You are welcome (though not 
at all required) to read the full cases through Westlaw, Lexis or elsewhere if interested in 
seeing what I have omitted.   
 
The readings for each class session are noted below next to the given session.  I reserve the 
right, with prior notice, to modify the readings for any given session.   
 
Make the Deal, Christopher Harrison (BNA Bloomberg / Wiley 2016).  (Usually available as 
a hardcover on Amazon at significant discount to list price; also available as Kindle e-book.)  
 
Please bookmark: 
1. Delaware General Corporation Law: https://delcode.delaware.gov/title8/c001/index.html 
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2. Pennsylvania Business Corporations Law:  
https://www.legis.state.pa.us/WU01/LI/LI/CT/HTM/15/15.HTM 
3. ABA Model Stock Purchase Agreement (the “Model SPA”):  
http://pitt.idm.oclc.org/login?url=https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.aba/aningbusaq0001
&i=85 

 
Recommended:   
 

Kenneth Adams, The Structure of M&A Contracts (LegalWorks 2016).  (Currently $30 
through Amazon.)  This is a useful guide to how the different elements of the M&A 
acquisition agreement interact, and together with his blog at 
https://www.adamsdrafting.com/blog/ is a useful prod to question whether the traditional 
ways in which M&A lawyers draft are counter-productive or, indeed, at odds with the law. 
 
Other websites and blogs that I encourage you to follow include deallawyers.com/blog/ 
(while the links in a post are usually to materials behind a paywall, you can often find 
publicly available versions of the cases and law firm memos with a quick Google search),  
Francis Pileggi’s Delaware Corporate and Commercial Litigation blog at 
https://www.delawarelitigation.com/, and the M&A Law Prof Blog at 
https://lawprofessors.typepad.com/mergers/. 
 

 
Grading: 
 
Your grade will be determined (subject to the next paragraph) by (a) an in-class open book midterm 
worth 25% of your course grade and (b) a four-hour open book examination.  Exams will include 
issue spotting essay questions, and the final may include a more practical exercise in which you will 
be asked to mark-up sections of an acquisition contract to address a set of issues from the 
perspective of counsel for one of the parties.  Points will be converted into a final grade, which will 
not correspond to a percentage of points but rather will reflect the School of Law’s grading 
guidelines at http://www.law.pitt.edu/pp/grading.   
 
The class will also include a mock negotiation exercise towards the end of the semester that will let 
you explore in practice some of the issues raised in our cases and class discussions.  Your grade for 
the course may be adjusted by as much as one quantum (e.g., from an A to an A-, or vice versa) 
based on this exercise as well as the quality of your participation in classroom discussions more 
generally. 
 
OFFICE HOURS 
 
Office hours will be by appointment, and will be scheduled through the Canvas page for this 
course.  I expect most office hours this term will be held through Zoom. 
 
POLICIES 
 
As you review acquisition agreements, you will see that most have a final section called 
“Miscellaneous” within which you will find so-called “boilerplate” provisions.  You will find 
language regarding certain general law school policies and certain policies specific to this class on 
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the final pages of this syllabus.  As with the “boilerplate” in acquisition agreements, you need to 
pay as close attention to these as to any other part of this syllabus – millions of dollars have been 
lost because someone forgot to give a fresh read to a supposedly “boilerplate” governing law or 
integration clause.  [Note to July 14 2021 draft:  The School of Law has not yet announced 
COVID-related policies for the Fall 2021 term – all policies set forth in this draft are 
provisional and subject to change to conform with School and University policies.] 

 
SCHEDULE AND ASSIGNMENTS 
   
An Introduction to US M&A 

  
Aug. 23 (1) Course overview; the M&A process and the key actors; overview of the taxonomy of 

US acquisition structures 
   
 Readings: (1)  Casebook, Chapter 1 
  (2)  Make the Deal, pp. 281-303 
   
   
Aug. 25 (2) A refresher on fiduciary duties and corporate governance; duties of managers and 

equityholders of non-corporate buyers and sellers 
   
 Readings: (1)  Casebook, sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2:  Smith v. Van Gorkom (1985) 
  (2)  Casebook, section 2.2.1:  Weinberger v. UOP (1983) 
  (3)  Casebook, sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3:  DGCL 144 and notes on loyalty 
   
   
Corporate Legal Doctrine and the M&A Process 

   
Aug. 30 (3) Revlon, its progeny and opponents 
   
 Readings: (1)  Casebook, section 3.1.1:  Revlon (1986) 
  (2)  Casebook, section 3.1.4:  In re Smurfit-Stone (2011) 
  (3)  Casebook, section 3.1.2:  PA constituency statute 
   
   
Sept. 1 (4) Defending the Corporate Citadel:  The Statutory Background; Tender Offers and 

Proxy Fights 
   
 Readings: (1) Casebook, section 3.2:  Please focus on the Amanda Acquisition case  

and skim the statutory excerpts 
  (2) Read pages 2 through 9 of the Jenner & Block article available 

online at 
https://jenner.com/system/assets/publications/18529/original/Glass%20
Wolf%20Chami%20LexisNexis%20Dec%202018.pdf?1545160850 

   
Sept. 6 LABOR DAY 
  
Sept. 8 (5) Defending the Corporate Citadel:  Takeover Defenses and Deal Protection Devices in 

the Courts 
 Readings: (1) Casebook, section 3.3.1:  Unocal (1985) 
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  (2) Casebook, section 3.3.3:  Moran v. Household Intern., Inc. (1985) 
  (3) Casebook, section 3.3.5: Air Products (2011) 
   
   
Sept. 13 (6) Who Decides?  The Evolving Role of Shareholder Approval of Corporate 

Transactions 
   
 Readings: (1)  Casebook, section 3.4.1:  Kahn v. M&F Worldwide (2014) 
  (2)  Casebook, section 3.4.2:  Corwin v. KKR Financial (2015) 
  (3)  Skim Casebook, section 3.4.3:  Salladay v Lev (2020) 
  (4)  Casebook, section 3.4.5:  Blasius (1988) 
   
   
Choosing the Transaction Structure 

   
Sept. 15 (7) Tax considerations as the principal driver of acquisition structure 
   
 Readings: TBD 
   
   
   
   
Sept. 20 (8) The statutory framework;  acquisition structure and the independent legal significance 

doctrine; equity holder statutory rights and contractual constraints 
   
 Readings: (1)  Casebook, sections 4.2.1 - 4.2.5:  fundamental transaction approvals 

under the Delaware and Pennsylvania corporate statutes 
  (2)  Casebook, section 4.2.6:  Hariton (1962) 
  (3)  Casebook, section 4.2.9:  Benchmark Capital (2002) 
   
Sept. 22 (9) Acquisition structure and default liability allocation; “de facto mergers” and other 

exceptions to the default rules 
   
 Readings: (1)  Casebook, section 4.3.1: Magnolia’s at Bethany (2011) 
  (2)  Casebook, section 4.3.2:  Ruiz v. Blentech (1996) 
  (3)  Skim casebook sections 4.3.3 through 4.3.6 (M&A successor 

liability and the asbestos litigation crisis) 
   
   
Sept. 27 (10) Acquisition structure and execution risk; constituent approvals and third-party 

consent 
   
 Readings: (1)  Casebook, sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 (statutory effect of mergers) 
  (2)  Casebook, section 4.4.4:  PPG v. Guardian (1979) 
  (3)  Casebook, section 4.4.5:  Meso Scale v. Roche (2013) 
  (4)  Skim casebook sections 4.4.7 (Branmar) and 4.4.8 (Chemetall) 
  (5)  Bring casebook section 4.4.1 to class 
   

Preparing to Draft the M&A Agreement; the (Obvious) Dollar Terms 
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Sept. 29 (11) The standard architecture of the US M&A agreement; risks and benefits of term 
sheets and other preliminary deal documents 
 

   
 Readings: (1)  Skim the Model SPA 
  (2)  Skim this Model Asset Purchase Agreement:  https://plus-pli-

edu.pitt.idm.oclc.org/Details/Details?rows=10&fq=~2B~ucid~3A282B~
CC041802215090247449~29~&qt=legal_boolean&mode=Detailed#for
m-46787 

  (3)  Skim the Kraft Heinz merger agreement (“Kraft Heinz MA”), 
available online at 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1545158/00011931251510518
4/d895051dex21.htm 

  (4)  Make the Deal, Chapter 4; also skim the section of Chapter 3 on 
letters of intent 

  (5)  Casebook, section 5.2.2 (short form letter of intent) 
  (6)  Casebook, section 5.2.3:  Texaco v. Pennzoil (1987) 
   
Oct. 4  (12) Purchase price, payment, and accounting basics for the M&A Lawyer 
   
 Readings: (1)  Make the Deal, Chapter 5 
  (2)  Casebook, section 5.3.1 and 5.3.3: earnings-based purchase price 

with adjustment and accountant determination 
  (3)  Casebook, section 5.3.2:  Key concepts in deal valuation 
   
Oct. 6 (13) Purchase price adjustments and disputes; Earn-outs and other contingent purchase 

price terms 
   
 Readings: (1)  Casebook, section 5.3.5:  Penton Business Media (2018) 
  (3) Casebook, section 5.5.2:  Quarum v. Mitchell International (2020) 
  (4) Casebook, section 5.5.3:  Collab9 v. En Pointe Technologies (2019) 
  (5) Casebook, section 5.5.4:  Lazard Technology v. Quinetic (2015) 
   
  
Oct. 11 (14) Midterm 
   
   
Oct. 13 (15) Understanding company capital structures and their impact on the deal process; a 

scary Halloween story told a few weeks early 
   
 Readings: (1)  Casebook, section 5.4.2: In re Trados Inc. Shareholder Litig. (2013) 
  (2)  Skim Casebook, section 5.4.4:  ASB Allegiance Real Estate Fund v. 

Scion Breckenridge Managing Member LLC (2012) 
 

Oct. 18 (16) Some Issues with Equity Consideration and Earn-Outs; Conditioning Rights to M&A 
Consideration 

   
 Readings: (1)  Casebook, section 5.6.1:  Heilbrunn v. Sun (1959) 
  (2)  Casebook, section 5.6.2:  NYSE Listed Company Rule 312.03 
  (3)  Casebook, section 5.6.4:  Aventa Learning v. K12 (2011) 
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  (4)  Casebook, section 5.6.5:  NewStar No Action Request 
  (5)  Casebook, section 5.7.2:  Cigna v. Audax (2014) 
   
Representations and Warranties 

   
Oct. 20 (17) The multiple functions of representations and warranties:  disclosure and information 

sharing vs. risk allocation (herein of reliance and sandbagging)  
   
 Readings: (1)  Make the Deal, Chapter 6 
  (2)  Skim and compare the representations sections of the Model SPA 

and the Kraft Heinz MA 
  (3)  Casebook, section 6.1.1:  CBS v. Ziff-Davis (1990) 
  (4)  Casebook, section 6.1.2:  Galli v. Metz (1992) 
  (4)  Casebook, section 6.1.4:  Julius v. Accurus Aerospace (2019) 
   
Oct. 25 (18) Materiality and MACs 
   
 Readings: (1)  Casebook, section 6.2.1:  In re IBP (2001) 
  (2)  Casebook, section 6.2.3:  Akorn v. Fresenius (2018) 
  (3)  Casebook, section 7.1.1:  Snow Phipps Group, LLC v. KCAKE 

Acquisition, Inc. (2021) 
  (3)  Make the Deal, Chapter 10 
   
   

Allocating Risk Between Signing and Closing:  Covenants and Conditions 
   
Oct. 27 (19) How hard should the parties have to work to make the deal happen? interpreting 

efforts covenants; conditions to closing (when would you rather walk than sue?) 
   
 Readings: (1)  Make the Deal, Chapters 7 and 8 
  (2)  Casebook, section 7.1.3:  Williams Cos. v. Energy Transfer (2017) 
  (3)  Casebook, section 7.1.2:  Cooper Tire v. Apollo (Mauritius) (2014) 
  (4)  Casebook section 7.1.4:  Computer Associates antitrust injunction 
   
   
Defending the Deal Between Signing and Closing 

   
Nov. 1 (20) Fiduciary outs and termination fees 
   
 Readings: (1)  Make the Deal, Chapters 9 and 13 
  (2)  Casebook, section 7.2.1:  Omnicare (2003) 
  (3)  Casebook, section 7.2.4:  In re Comverge, Inc. (2014) 
   
Indemnification 
   
Nov. 3 (21) The many meanings of “indemnify;” the key terms of private M&A indemnification 
   
 Readings: (1) Make the Deal, Chapter 14 
  (2) Casebook, section 8.1.2:  Post Holdings v. NPE Seller Rep  (2018) 
  (3) Casebook, section 8.1.4:  Winshall v. Viacom  (2019) 
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  (4) Casebook, section 8.1.6:  Atlantic Refining & Marketing v. Atlantic 
Richfield (2008) 

  
Nov. 8 (22) Fraud and Indemnity in the Age of Third-Party Deal Insurance 
   
 Readings: (1) Casebook, section 8.2.1:  Great Hill Equity Partners  IV L.P. v. SIG 

Growth Equity Fund I, L.L.L.P. (2018) 
  (2) Casebook, section 8.2.2:  Express Scripts v. Bracket Holdings (2021) 

  (3) Casebook, section 8.2.4:  Surf’s Up Legacy Partners, LLC v. Virgin 
Fest, LLC (2021) 

   
Nov. 10 (23) Survival periods and statutes of limitations; holdbacks, escrows and escrow agents 
   
 Readings: (1) Casebook, Section 8.3.1:  Herring v Terradyne (2002) 

(2) Casebook, Section 8.3.3:  Bear Stearns Mortg. Funding Trust  v. 
EMC Mortg. LLC (2015) 

  (2) Casebook, Section 8.4.1:  example of escrow agreement 
   
   
Nov. 15 (24) Mock negotiation based on drafting exercise and discussion; representation and 

warranty insurance as an alternative to contractual indemnification 
   
   
Other M&A Deal Terms 

   
Nov. 17 (25) “Every Term is a Dollar Term”:  so-called boilerplate terms in M&A transactions 
   
 Readings: (1)  Casebook, Section 9.1.1:  Dolan v. Altice USA (2019) 

(2)  Casebook, Section 9.2.1:  Consolidated Edison v. Northeast Utilities 
(2003) 

  
Nov. 22 (26) Review and course wrap-up 
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CERTAIN POLICIES 
 
Academic Integrity 
 
Students in this course will be expected to comply with the Policies on Academic Integrity of the 
Standards of Academic Integrity at the School of Law, and the University of Pittsburgh. Any 
student suspected of violating this obligation for any reason during the semester will be required to 
participate in the procedural process, initiated at the instructor level, as outlined in the Law School 
Standards of Academic Integrity (as concerns law students), and the University Guidelines on 
Academic Integrity. This may include, but is not limited to, the confiscation of the examination of 
any individual suspected of violating Law School and University Policy. Furthermore, no student 
may bring any unauthorized materials to an exam. 
 
Disabilities Requiring Accommodation  
 
If you have a disability for which you are or may be requesting accommodation, you should contact 
both the office of the Dean of Students in the Law School (Dean Alexandra Linsenmeyer; 
alinsenm@pitt.edu) and the University Office of Disability Resources and Services 
(http://www.drs.pitt.edu), 140 William Pitt Union, (412) 648-7890 / (412) 624-3346 (fax), as early 
as possible in the semester. DRS will verify your disability and determine reasonable 
accommodations for this course. The Dean of Students will oversee the implementation of 
accommodations. Due to the anonymous grading policy, students should not discuss exam 
accommodations with professors. The Dean of Students and the Registrar will ensure that any 
testing accommodations are provided through DRS. A comprehensive description of the services of 
DRS can be obtained at www.drs.pitt.edu. 
 
Laptops, Phones, and Other Electronic Devices 
 
I would urge you to refrain from the use of electronic devices in the classroom (subject to any 
accommodations granted pursuant to the preceding paragraph) – most research shows that 
notetaking by hand is far more effective for learning than notetaking by computer.  You will also 
find when you go into practice that your clients put considerable value in eye contact without the 
distraction of a screen, which they suspect you are using to read emails from better paying clients.  
To the extent that you do use a computer or tablet in the classrooms for notes or reference to 
reading, I ask that you act to the greatest degree possible to minimize unnecessary distractions – so 
no websites other than those for this course should be open, ditto unrelated apps, and phones and 
notifications should be muted. 
 
Course Recordings 
 
To the extent that any students are permitted or required to participate in class remotely during the 
Fall 2021 semester, such classes will be recorded and made it available to you on Canvas.  We will 
deem your enrollment in this class after receipt of this syllabus your consent to such recording. 
 
These recordings are solely for your use. Your attendance constitutes your agreement not to post 
the recordings publicly or use them for any purpose other than for your review of presentations and 
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discussions in class.  Viewing of the recordings is not a substitute for the attendance (whether in 
person or by Zoom) in class discussed below. 
 
Attendance Policy 
 
The American Bar Association and the School of Law require regular and punctual class attendance 
(see http://www.law.pitt.edu/students/policies/attendance). Sign up sheets will be used for all in 
person classes.  If remote participation is permitted or required, I will be confirming attendance 
from the class recording(s).  Any student attending remotely must have their video on and be in 
picture for the full class period.   
 
In terms of punctuality, if, for whatever reason, you arrive (physically or virtually, as the case may 
be) at class more than 5 minutes late or leave class more than 5 minutes early, you will be marked 
absent. Regular attendance is defined as attendance and preparation at not less than 80% of the 
classes for the semester. Failure to satisfy these attendance requirements will result in your being 
certified out of the course with a grade of “U” (Unsatisfactory). 

 
Any attempt to circumvent this policy will be treated the same way as signing a physical sign-in 
sheet for another student and will be regarded as a violation of the Pitt Law Standards of Academic 
Integrity by both you and the other student. 
 
Other Policies 
 
This syllabus assumes your familiarity with and adherence to the policies of the School of Law as 
set forth on its website.   
 

 


